
The second mobility from 25 to 30 march 2012 
in Budakeszi – Budapest - Ungheria 



Departure from Orio airport,  
on Sunday at 22.30 





On Monday 26 march, at 8.00: 

visiting Budapest, all its 

magnificent squares, churches 

 and monuments. 

At 11.00, going back to the airport 

to pick up our friends from France. 





In the afternoon, at school in 
Budakeszi: time to talk and to 

know each other better, also to 
play quizzes in international teams. 
The students have to answer many 
questions about Europe: culture, 

history, geography, politics of every 
partner country… 





The teachers team 



The jury is very strict… 
 fortunately there are  very nice assistants! 



As you can see, from the 

evidence on right, the 

teachers team wins… but 

only at the end, they will 

be told they were not in 

the place list. 

What a miserable fate!!! 



In the evening: 
 Hungarian folk music and dances 



Hungarian young instrumentalists 













A visit to the National Bank, where we can 
have some information about the history 

of the Hungarian bank system…  
but we can also have fun in answering 
some questions about the European 

economy, and have your portrait printed 
on a note of 10, 20 or 50 Euro, depending 

on the difficulty level of the quiz…  
It is even possible to mint a coin by using a 

press yourself… or  to know how much 
money your body weight is worth … 





 



Waiting to enter the Parliament 









The Hungarian Parliament 



Inside the parliament 



The treasure hunt  
around the Castle in Buda 





Bowling in Hungary with new friends 



… we talk and talk and talk, we also phone…  
and eat… but only in English 







Budapest by night 



On Wednesday 28 march, at 8.00 leaving for the 

DANUBE BEND 







ESTZERGOM: the Cathedral 



ESZTERGOM: the Castle 









Inside the castle: 
 the rooms are crowded of Middle-Age people 



Let’s have a little rest… 



MARIA VALERIA BRIDGE 





VISEGRAD: the Royal Palace 



On Thursday 29 march, at 8.00 
we leave from the Children’s train station to CSILLEBERC 



We feel a little bit nervous:  

we don’t know what really we are supposed to do! 



CSILLEBERC: Challengeland Adventure Park 



We listen and learn… and prepare to start our adventure! 



…better to follow all the instructions   

and not to give a poor show  



You must be very careful…it’s easy  to fail! 



Christos is very good at climing… 



Walking through the upper forest…super! 



Satisfied or not… we’ve managed! 



The city of baths Aquaworld, in Budapest 





Every day was so exhausting that it 
ended always the same way!!! 



The comparison of the most common stereotypes in 
every partner country: here the results in graphics. 
Everyone should think how easy it is to reduce the 
complex reality into nonsense labels. 











Souvenir photo: 85 students plus their teachers 



The Italian responsible prof. Olivari Tinti and his colleague 
prof.ssa Carla Pedroni thank the students of 3^ C for their 

enthusiasm, their participation and their behaviour. 



Next mobility to ZLIN in the Czech Republic 



 


